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Fundamentals of cloud physics
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Pristine ice crystals, 
grown by diffusion of 
water vapor (water 
vapor between ice-
and water-saturation)

Snowflakes, grown by 
aggregation



Rimed ice crystals 
(accretion of 
supercooled cloud 
water)

Graupel (heavily 
rimed ice crystals)

Hail (not to scale)



Magono and Lee (1966) classification of ice 
crystals and their growth regimes





Gunn and Marshall JAS 1958



Ice processes:
Ice initiation is the main problem:

Primary ice nucleation - freezing of cloud droplets 
homogeneously for temperatures colder than about -40 deg C 
and heterogeneously by contact with ice-forming substance

Secondary ice nucleation - the ice multiplication.

Unlike warm-rain microphysics, where cloud droplets and 
rain/drizzle drops are well separated in the radius space, 
growth of ice phase is continuous in size/mass space. Both 
diffusional and accretional growth are important.

Complexity of ice crystal shapes (“habits”).



Pruppacher and Klett 



Rogers and Yau 1989



µ

Hallet-Mossop process



Ice processes provide much more diversity in particle growth 
and different pathways to precipitation. Competition between 
homogeneous and heterogeneous ice initiation is part of it…

A. Tompkins ICTP, Trieste



Microphysical processes in a deep convective cloud (U. Lohmann, ETH).



Bulk ice physics modeling

- equilibrium approach: a simple extension of the 
warm-rain scheme

- non-equilibrium approach: more comprehensive 
schemes

- single-moment versus multi-moment schemes

Bin ice microphysics

Lagrangian (particle-based) methods
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J. Atmos. Sci.Equilibrium approach: a simple extension 
of the warm-rain scheme)

G98



Equilibrium approach
(a simple extension of 
the warm-rain scheme)



Grabowski JAS 1998



Grabowski JAS 1998



Grabowski JAS 1998



precipitation (rain or snow), 
N0=const

precipitation particles 
mass-size and terminal 
velocity-size relationships:

raindrops:

snowflakes:

Grabowski JAS 1998



Grabowski JAS 1998



SNOW:

Grabowski JAS 1998



Grabowski JAS 1998



Grabowski JAS 1998
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Single-moment schemes:
q – mass mixing ratios 
(3rd moment of particle size 
distribution; PSD)

Double-moment schemes:
q – mass and number mixing 
ratios 
(3rd and 1st moments of PSD)

…

S1 - condensation/evaporation
S2 – sublimation/resublimation
S3 – freezing/melting

Lin et al. 1983
Rutledge and Hobbs 1984



Water vapor

Cloud water

Cloud ice

Rain

Snow

Graupel
or hail



JAS 1983

JAS 1984



Rutledge and Hobbs JAS 1984

Warm-
rain part

Ice 
part

Traditional approach to bulk cloud microphysics



The main problem with such an approach to ice microphysics 
parameterization is that the ice scheme should produce 
various types of ice  (cloud ice, snow, graupel/hail) just by the 
physics of particle formation and growth.

Partitioning ice particles a priori into separate categories 
introduces unphysical “conversion rates” and may involve 
“thresholding behavior” (i.e., model solutions diverge 
depending whether the threshold is reached or not).

Unfortunately, the schemes designed in the 1980ies (with the 
logic taken from the warm rain physics…) remain the 
mainstream of ice parameterization methods today…
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-

TRADITIONAL ICE MICROPHYSICS:

cloud ice:    qi

snow:    qs

graupel / hail:    qg



-

EXTENDING TRADITIONAL APPROACH TO 

2-MOMENT ICE MICROPHYSICS:

cloud ice:    qi , Ni

snow:    qs , Ns

graupel / hail:    qg , Ng

Is such an approach justified?



Not really!

The ice scheme should produce various types of ice 
(cloud ice, snow, graupel/hail) just by the physics of 
particle growth. Partitioning ice particles a priori into 
separate categories introduces unphysical “conversion 
rates” and may involve “thresholding behavior” (i.e., 
model solutions diverge depending whether the 
threshold is reached or not).

-



Number concentration of ice crystals, N

Mixing ratio of ice mass grown by diffusion of 
water vapor, qdep

Mixing ratio of ice mass grown by riming 
(accretion of liquid water), qrim

Morrison and Grabowski  (JAS 2008)

A two-moment three-variable ice scheme:







Ice particles assumed to follow gamma 
distribution (3 parameters: No, μ, λ)

Diagnostic relationship based 
on cloud observations 
(Heymsfield 2003)

Morrison and Grabowski  (JAS 2008)



k=1 – exponential (M-P)

k>1 – distribution with a peak

Wikipedia

Gamma distribution



Ice particle mass-dimension (m-D) and 
projected-area-dimension (A-D) 
relationships are based on observed 
characteristics of ice crystals, aggregates, 
and graupel particles (from aircraft and 
ground-based observations).

Morrison and Grabowski  (JAS 2008)



Morrison and Grabowski  (JAS 2008)



Parameterization 
of ice mass 
fallspeed. Note 
gradual increase 
with the rimed 
fraction Fr

1 g/kg; 3 1/L

0.1 g/kg; 3 1/L

Morrison and Grabowski  (JAS 2008)



Example of the application of the new ice scheme: precipitation 
development in a small convective cloud [2D (x-z) prescribed-flow 
framework with a low-level convergence, upper-level divergence, 
evolving-in-time updraft, and weak vertical shear] 

Morrison and Grabowski  (JAS 2008)



Example of results:
evolutions of horizontal 
maximum at each level

Morrison and Grabowski  (JAS 2008)



Morrison and Grabowski  (JAS 2008)



Bin ice microphysics



Traditional approach to bin cloud microphysics

Prof. Alexander Khain, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel
Prof. Istvan Geresdi, University of Pets, Hundgary
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Midlatitude Continental Convective Clouds Experiment 







New trend: Lagrangian treatment of the 
condensed phase: 



Summary of the warm-rain and ice lectures:

A wide range of modeling approaches exists that one can use in 
modeling various aspects of cloud dynamics and microphysics. 
Most of them are within the framework of Eulerian modeling, but 
use of Lagrangian microphysics is rapidly expanding.

The selection of specific method needs to be tailored to the 
specific problem one would like to study. If multiscale dynamics 
(e.g., convectively coupled waves in the Tropics) is the focus, 
application of as simple microphysics as possible makes sense 
to use the computer time to widen the range of spatial scales 
resolved. If small-scale dynamics–microphysics interactions is 
the focus, more emphasis on microphysics is needed.

The multiscale nature of clouds (the range of spatial scales), 
difficulties of cloud observations (in-situ and remote sensing), 
and increasing appreciation of the role of clouds in weather and 
climate make the cloud physics an appealing area of research.


